
Cloudsnap Strong enough for the 

enterprise, accessible to all.

•  Intuitive drag-and-drop interface 

that doesn’t require a development 

background. We made implementations 

easy for anyone--from front line 

employees to CEOs.

•  Near real-time bi-directional syncing 

ensures all of your data is up-to-date, 

giving you a “golden record” of data.

•  Reduce the risk of manual entry error 

and eliminate the need for data import/

export and manual manipulation. No more 

wasted time on manual processes.

•  No code solution: Anybody can do 

integrations. You don’t have to be an IT 

expert. Put the power of integration into 

your hands.

   QuickConnects      Integrations in your 

control. Use our three step wizard for 

common use cases. Have data flowing in a 

matter of minutes--not weeks or months.

   Speed & Efficiency     Quickly connect 

data between applications for even the 

most complex workflows.

   Ease of Use     No code solution means 

you don’t need to be a developer to use 

Cloudsnap. Integrate and “set it and forget it.”

   Cost      Similar integrations can be cost 

prohibitive, but our QuickConnects and 

custom platform keep your costs lower.

   ERP Focus     By focusing on the ERP, we 

automate your exact business processes to 

create a more efficient workflow.

   We grow with you      As your business 

grows and changes, you can easily re-map 

fields as needed.

Cloudsnap changes the way you do business. Businesses don’t have time, development resources, or people to 

manage complex and costly integrations. Cloudsnap doesn’t require an ongoing time investment or development 

background from your staff. We allow your employees to focus on what they do best to add value to your business. 

Cloudsnap scales your business faster by streamlining data and ensuring all systems have the most up-to-date 

information.  Cloudsnap can do anything. If we can access your data, we can connect almost any applications. 

Seriously.

Cloudsnap & your business: What Makes 
CloudSnap Different?

 Customers      We serve customers of 

all industries and size. We ensure the 

integrations you need aren’t just for 

Fortune 500 companies anymore.

Make the tools that you already use work 

together. Cloudsnap is an integration 

platform as a service (IPaaS) that connects 

the business applications that you depend 

on the most, without the burden of manual 

or redundant applications.

What we do

The magic of Cloudsnap is in our intuitive, 

powerful, and one-of-a-kind drag-and-

drop workflow engine that easily maps and 

manipulates data seamlessly and behind 

the scenes. The end result is data that 

works for your business.

How We Do It

Cloudsnap is a solution built to scale across 

industries:

- Accounting

- CRM

- E-commerce

- Human Resources

- Non-profit

- Real Estate

- Property Management

- and more

Industries



Cloudsnap connects business systems to each other. We are constantly adding 

new connectors to further integrate your business to ensure we evolve with you.

To learn more, visit us at cloudsnap.com, or contact our team at 

877.841.0203  - or - sales@cloudsnap.com.

Connect Your Applications in a Snap

•  Launch support: 

 A Cloudsnap Activation Coach will help you map fields that make the most sense for your business to complete your   

 integration. 

 

 This includes: Three hours of activation coach support for QuickConnects or a  dedicated implementation project manager  

 for custom integrations

•  Continued support: 

 If anything changes, we will update your connector to ensure your data keeps flowing.

•  New connectors: 

 We want to continue to integrate your business and are releasing new connectors based on customer feedback and requests.

Cloudsnap support

User-friendly interface: 
Our intuitive, step-by-step wizard walks you through just three 
steps to complete your Cloudsnap QuickConnect.

Cloudsnap QuickConnects: Pre-built connectors for our most common use cases

Current QuickConnects:: 
Below are just a few of our current, ready to deploy 
QuickConnects:

•  Acumatica

•  Intacct

•  Microsoft Dynamics 365

•  Netsuite

•  SAP Business One

•  SAP Concur

•  Quickbooks Desktop

•  Quickbooks Online

•  and more added weekly



Cloudsnap
& Concur

We understand Concur 

and the power of connected 

business systems.

Make the tools that you already 

use work together.  Cloudsnap is an 

integration platform as a service (IPaaS) 

that connects Concur to the business 

applications that you depend on the 

most, without the burden of manual or 

redundant applications.  

Additionally, we are able to integrate 

almost any of your business systems 

together.

A few systems we connect to Concur:

And more...

The magic of Cloudsnap is in our intuitive, 

powerful, and one-of-a-kind drag-and-

drop workflow engine that easily maps and 

manipulates data seamlessly and behind 

the scenes. The end result is data that 

works for your business.

   QuickConnects      Integrations in your 

control. Use our three step integration 

wizard to deploy the most common Concur 

use cases. 

   Speed & Efficiency     Connect data 

between applications for even the most 

complex workflows. Have data flowing in a 

matter of minutes.

   Ease of Use     No code solution means 

you don’t need to be a developer to use 

Cloudsnap. Integrate and “set it and forget it.”

   Cost      Similar integrations can be cost 

prohibitive, but our QuickConnects and 

custom platform keep your costs lower.

   ERP Focus     Our main focus is on Concur 

and integrating your business systems 

around it.

   We grow with you      As your business 

grows and changes, you can easily re-map 

fields as needed.

Travel, expense, and invoice management is a critical part of your business.  Concur Travel and Expense and Invoice 

Software is powerful, but your business depends on additional solutions and applications day-to-day.  Working 

within each of these business applications creates silos and slows down the speed of which you do business often 

creating additional business problems. The need for a real-time, bi-directional connection, the ability to import and 

export purchase orders, and eliminate manual steps in your process such as data entry and manipulation plague 

productivity and efficiency.

How we help

How We Do It

What Makes 
CloudSnap Different?

More than just Concur


